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Abstract: Public highways are designed, built, operated, and maintained in accordance with applicable
governmental standards. These standards help ensure and promote safe highways for all motorists. This paper uses
accident data collected from highways in Indiana, and estimates a random parameters tobit model to assess
whether accident rates vary with respect to road sections in which design standards are either met or exceeded.
The results indicate that the impact on highway safety is significant, only when the standards are significantly
exceeded. As exceeding standards may entail additional monetary costs, these results have potentially significant
policy implications with respect to highway expenditures in terms of benefits and costs.
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Road accidents, a key contributor to traffic congestion, post serious concerns to drivers, law enforcement, and
transportation agencies. Reducing the impact of traffic accidents has been one of the primary objectives for
transportation policy makers. The wealth of data collected from traffic sensors and accident logs offers an
unprecedented opportunity to mine and understand the traffic incidents towards mitigating the consequences. In
this poster, we will utilize the real-world datasets in our data warehouse and study to predict and quantify the
impact (i.e., backlog and clearance-time) of road accidents on the up- stream traffic direction and in the
surrounding network (e.g., arterial streets) of the accident. Our data are collected from different transportation
authorities in Southern California, and include archived traffic sensor readings and accident reports. We implement
our previous work on predicting impact of road accidents in upstream traffic direction, which essentially classifies
traffic accidents based on their features and models the impact of each accident class on its upstream traffic by
analyzing the archived traffic data. However, in reality traffic accidents may cause surges in traffic demand in their
vicinity, such as adjacent arterial streets and freeways, where our previous work cannot be directly applied. To this
end, we will present our newly developed methods, which investigate the underlying temporal dependencies
among time series of sensor readings at different road segments. As a result, we are able to quantify the temporalcausal effect of traffic speed between sensor locations and make effective predictions by identifying local
dependency structures. To mitigate the noise and random fluctuations in sensor readings, we apply a variety of
time series preprocessing techniques to discover the inherent dependency between traffic speed at different
locations. To eliminate spurious causation induced by unobserved confounders, we adopt Granger graphical models
for the sensor time series data collected from Southern California highways. With the discovered dependency
network, machine learning techniques will be applied to predict the start time and speed change for impacted road
segments at the onset of an accident.
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